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   My telmex action.  What is telmex's share price   


March 9, 2012 |  By Administrator In    Business in Mexico     |    Comments (0)  



My telmex action.  What is telmex's share price. 


 


The purchase and sale of telmex shares is very common.  It is also common that you find real scoundrels trying to surprise you.  So I suggest you take things slow and give yourself time to research and compare the different offers they make you.  It is important that you identify: Number of shares it covers, par value and coupon number of the shares you have. 


I suggest you go to a safe place and photocopy them, without showing them because they are like cash and bearer ,,, so beware of thefts !!  


History of telmex actions 
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Initially,     Telefonos de Mexico     (    Telmex     ) was established in 1947 in order to exploit local and long-distance telephone service.  


 


This allowed the creation of one of the most important companies in the world, whose     shares are     now quoted at a very good price.  At the beginning,     Telefonos de Mexico,     which was still a Parastatal company, provided the opportunity to acquire     Shares     to almost all of its contractors, making them partners and committing to pay in a certain number of annual or even semi-annual amortizations, the capital represented by the titles delivered. 


 


This continued until 1991, when     Telefonos de Mexico     became a private equity company and stopped issuing     shares     to contractors.  However, these documents remain a commitment of payment by the company to you. 


 


People who have     shares     have a significant investment in them, which they can freely dispose of whenever they wish, always taking into account various factors, such as the seriousness of the buyer and the amount to be obtained.  There are many companies that are dedicated to the sale of     shares     , almost from the beginning.  It is very important to properly advise to respect what they are, their validity and value as well as the options you have as a  holder of     Shares     of     Telefonos de Mexico     . 


How much is a telmex share worth 


 


Identify what type of shares you have: 


1.-Number of sheets.     Each sheet is made up of a top part that contains the data of the actions and color type. 


2.- Actions covered.     At the top right of the sheet is the text of number of shares. 


3.- Nominal value.     In the center of the top of the sheet you can find it. 


4.- Type of shares.     This data is below the nominal value. 


5.- First and last coupon.     Locate the number that appears in the corner of the  


 


 


 




 





   Improve the Adsense CTR in 3 easy steps   


June 11, 2011 |  By Administrator In    Adsense     |    Comments (1)  



If you are like many webmasters who complain that Adsense is not suitable because income is too low, perhaps you should make some changes to your website and an adsense account to improve your CTR and your earnings per day, without having to increase the number of visits to your site. 


Let's suppose that your site receives 100 visits per day and has a CTR of 10%, this means that every day you get $ 5 profit, because I can assure you that you can increase your CTR up to 25% and with it your earnings simply by making light changes in your website and your adsense account, there are many strategies to improve the CTR, it would be impossible to cover all of them in this article, but I leave 3 of them for you to analyze and apply. 


1 .- Know the "heatmap" of your post:     Indeed the "heatmap" or "heat map" is different for each website, you will have to know exactly what are the "points" on your site where your visitors make more clicks and optimize your site with this in mind. 


To know the heatmap you must use the services of certain websites that specialize in this.


2 .- Method 2 to improve your CTR: Use   


Adsense is a contextual ad service, this is the key to its success, as they themselves say "the ads are so useful that your visitors value them". 


But not all the time it is like that, in many cases the ads are irrelevant, for example, I have a marketing position and sometimes I get ads from    Travel     Agencies  , this is counterproductive for my Adsense business, since the visitor sees this as little professional, also that at that time the visitor is interested in something else, not going on vacation. 


To avoid these problems we will have to create URLs with the keywords of our niche, thus avoiding the appearance of irrelevant ads to a minimum. 


Method 3 To Improve the CTR, Use the Correct Colors.   


We must understand the psychology of colors, choose the correct colors and the CTR of our site will increase, choose the wrong combination and the visitor will leave your site "faster than a rooster crows". 


I leave you some rules to follow: 


1 .- Use light colors as a background ... white, light blue or light green, they are the best colors to use as a background.  You can use any other color if you prefer, but make sure they are the light versions. 


2 .- Use the blue color for the links of the adsense ads, for some strange reason this strategy works miracles, no other color in the adsense links has a better CTR than the blue color, it is as if our mind has been trained for it. 


 


 


 




 





   Ballmer: Windows 8 will be coming in 2012   


May 24, 2011 |  By Administrator In    Technology     |    Comments (0)  



Microsoft's next version of the Windows operating system, called Windows 8, will make its debut in 2012, Steve Ballmer's company said.   


Ballmer made the announcement in Tokyo, speaking in front of an audience of software developers.  Observers had been waiting for the next version of Windows for next year, but this is the first time the company has officially confirmed the 2012 date. Ballmer told developers, "As we wait for the next generation of Windows systems, that It will come out next year, there is not much more to come, ”according to a transcript of his speech published on the Microsoft website.  


"As we move through the year, you should expect to hear a lot about Windows 8. Windows 8 for tablets, PCs, and a variety of different form factors," he added.  


This is also the first time that Microsoft has officially confirmed the name of Windows 8.  


The 2012 date puts Windows 8 close to three years after Windows 7, which came out in July 2009. Microsoft expects to sell more than 350 million copies of Windows 7 this year, and the company has traditionally relied on new versions. of your operating system to drive sales.  


The operating system is expected to have an updated user interface and support for low-power ARM chips, a move designed to give Microsoft a chance to fight in the emerging tablet computing market.  


More details on the next version of Windows could be given at the upcoming "D: All Things Digital" conference in Rancho Palos Verdes, California, next week.  Microsoft's Windows division president Steven Sinofsky is scheduled to speak there.  


 


 


 




 





   Google Adwords vs Facebook ads which one do we choose?   


May 17, 2011 |  By Administrator In    Gloogle     |    Comments (0)  



When a company or professional considers putting advertising on the Internet, they can resort to many alternatives.  However, perhaps the most popular both in terms of audience volume and effectiveness are the    advertising systems of Google and Facebook.   


In the case of the search engine we find the famous    Google Adword     s, ads that are embedded in searches, while Facebook incorporates a similar system in its social network.  But    which one should we choose?     Is one better than the other?  What does Adwords give us compared to    Facebook ads     ?  We will discover seeing each of them in more detail:  


Google Adwords  


The    advertising system Google     has brought a revolution in the Internet world.  That is why it is one of the most widespread both for its success and for its effectiveness and level of specialization.  Thanks to the segmentation by words, we can bet on certain terms an amount of money and place our ad. 


In this way, the level of specialization can go to unsuspected limits.  If we want to put an advertisement in the searches    "flamenco dancer heels fuenlabrada"     we can do it without problems and find an audience interested in this type of product.  In addition, we can bet on as many searches as we want without fear. 


Perhaps the most negative side of Google Adwords is its lack of data about users.  Apart from the country of origin or browser, we cannot obtain much more information regarding potential clients who have clicked on our advertising. 


Facebook Ads  


Mark Zuckerberg's social network also has its own advertising system.  However, its effectiveness is not entirely clear, especially in certain countries such as Spain. 


Still, Facebook ads stand out for their eye candy.  Leaving only the text of Google Adwords aside, Facebook opts for images and even surveys that seek user interactivity. 


Unlike Google Adwords, Facebook offers segmentation by public, that is, it is based on the data that users offer on the social network to define the objectives: sex, population, age ... Thus, this type of advertising no longer affects as much in the themes but in the type of user. 


To define when our ad comes out, Facebook offers us the user parameters and the themes that we want.  Based on this, we will say, for example, that we want to show our advertising to Barcelona users between the ages of 18 and 30 who like a certain page or that their friends are followers of a page. 


As you can see, Facebook advertising affects much more the tastes and characteristics of the users than the theme.  In this way, we have to look for the keys of potential clients to start an advertising conversation in this community. 


Summarizing…  


To finish we can say that the advertising systems of these giants of the Network have their similarities but if we dig deeper we see that they are quite different.  While Google is based on the location of specific topics, Facebook searches for the location of users. 


Thus, in general terms and although each specific case is a world, we can say that Google Adwords is more effective in getting more direct traffic to an offer, corporate website or    landing page     of any other type.  If our goal is to search for a community or start a conversation, Facebook will surely be more effective. 


 


 


 




 





   Macs are no longer immune   


May 9, 2011 |  By Administrator In    Technology     |    Comments (0)  



Are Macs being attacked by a virus?  The answer is no.  But there is  bad news with regard to the     software      malware for Apple. 


We present a question and answer exercise to clarify the matter. 


Is a Mac OS X virus loose on the Internet?  Technically, no.  As far as we know,     a Mac OS X virus has never been detected roaming the network     ;  However, there are other types of   Mac    malware      that you should be aware of, such as… 


What does the fake antivirus called MAC Defender do?  According to a memo published last Monday by the IT security site     Intego     , this is its modus operandi: 


1) It shows a     false virus detection animation for Windows       and reports that our computer is infected.  


2) Install a real program on the Mac and request your    administrator password.  


3) Once installed, it makes your computer act     as if it were really infected     , opens offensive web pages and generally causes erratic behavior. 


4) Offers protection for one or two years, or for life. 


5) If you buy protection,     steal your credit card number.  


Does it mean that the 'Mac-pocalipsis' has arrived?      No     , but someone has started selling a kit to create these types of programs for $ 1,000, which could generate a new wave of   malicious    software      targeting Apple computers. 


What is a kit to create     malware     ?  It is a program in which you only have to fill in the blanks, like the ones that have been used for years by organized     cybercrime groups      to generate     malware      for Microsoft Windows.  With this type of 'do it yourself' tool, a criminal with little programming knowledge can infect millions of computers. 


What is this new kit to infect Mac computers and what does it do?  According to an alert published last Monday by the Danish security firm CSIS, it is a program for Windows called 'Weyland-Yutani BOT' that allows 'Web injects' and 'form capture' in     Firefox for Mac.      They are said to be getting it ready to also work with     Safari and Chrome browsers     , and in versions for Linux and iPad. 


'Web injects' (   third    -     party  plug-ins   that allow you to manipulate the content that victims see in their browsers) can add new text to trusted web pages (for example, request more information), while form grabbers record     passwords and credit card numbers     or entered by unsuspecting users. 


So are Macs now as vulnerable as Windows running PCs?      Now here near.     Last fall, security firm Sophos Labs reported that they detected one or two attacks on Macs every week, instead tens of thousands of attacks were detected per day against Windows PCs.     What's more, the two   most recent    malware      threatening Apple computers    have not yet reached serious dimensions     .  The Intego firm describes the MAC Defender as "a rarity," and according to CSIS, the Weyland-Yutani BOT still remains low-key. 


Should users of these computers install antivirus software?  It is your decision (or that of the IT manager).  Although the situation will be different in the future, for now I think that the antivirus programs for these processors     cause more problems than the ones they correct      , look for example at the havoc that    software      like MAC Defender  can cause   . 


What else can users of these devices do to protect themselves?    Do not download programs unless they come from trusted sources, such as the Apple App Store.     If the page requesting the download does not have your full and absolute confidence,     never provide     your computer  password    , your social security number or your credit card number.  As an extra precaution, disable the option "Open safe files after downloading" (in Safari that option is found in Preferences / General).  


Want to see how the Weyland-Yutani BOT malware works?  watch this    YouTube     video     .  


 


 


 




 





   Super Bluetooth Hack   


May 8, 2011 |  By Administrator In    Celulares     |    Comments (0)  



Super Bluetooth Hack 


Control Bluetooth Enabled Phones.  


Do you want to get into other cell phones using your bluetooth ??  With this little program you can enter any (or almost) cell phone and carry out different operations ...  

Once connected to another phone via bluetooth you can:  


*     Read your messages  

*     Read your contacts  

*     Change the profile  

*     Play / change with the ringtone of your phone even if it is silent  

*     Play / listen to your songs (on your phone)  

*     Restart your phone  

*     Turn off your phone  

*     Factory settings of the restore  

*     Change sound volume  

*     And here comes the best Call from your phone 


Steps to safety:  


Just unzip the file, contnuación and    by     means of your cable, download it  to your cel nothing else, that simple.  When connecting the devices use a code 0000 


Here are some recommendations to increase the security of your cell phone with Bluetooth:  


1.     Keep your Bluetooth off, it not only consumes extra battery but also leaves a door open for other people to enter your cell phone (activate it only when you need to use it). 


2.     If you want to leave bluetooth active, set it to "hidden" mode, [Menu> Connectivity> Bluetooth> Bluetooth Configuration> Hidden] (this route usually changes with each phone but it will give you an idea of where it is). 


3.     It is also recommended that in the name of the device they do not put "Juanita's Cellular", a name like "Not Found" will less attract the attention of a possible attacker. 


4.     Remember that it works well on cell phones with bluetooth 1.x, new cell phones ask for authorization to enter ... although with a bit of social engineering (axis putting the name of your device ... [You have a new message, accept to read it]) you will achieve that the other person accepts your bluetooth connection. 


DOWNLOAD   

  http://www.megaupload.com/?d=Z3T44566  


 


 


 




 





   Call free to cell phone and home phone (World)   


May 8, 2011 |  By Administrator In    Celulares     |    Comments (0)  



Free calls (World)  

Tested by me!  works 100% 


 


The page to call free is this:  


  http://www.evaphone.com/locale/es  


Steps to follow to make the call:  


1.- select your country  

2.- Dial the phone number (And accept the flash settings)  

3.- Wait a few seconds while they show you advertising and your call connects (you will hear a tone before connecting the call).  

4.- you speak for 2 minutes    (You can make 2 calls a day)  

5.- If you want, you can sign up. 


Note:     if you are from MEXICO when you select your country that is Mexico, a number appears that is 52 .. after that number you will write a 1 and after that 1 you will put the cell phone number or home phone number to which you want to call ok .. for example it would look like this: 5218666383446 .. 8666383446 is the cell number that I want to call .. I hope it helped you there!   


 


 


 




 





   Application to spy on your boyfriend / girlfriend   


May 8, 2011 |  By Administrator In    Celulares     |    Comments (0)  



WHAT IS IT?  

It is a software that is installed on the Cell phone of the person who uses it or you can buy a cell phone and turn it into a Spyphone, it installs in less than 2 minutes.  Once the installation is done you will be able to monitor the activity that it carries out when you are using that cell phone since it allows you to hear conversations, read text messages and even remotely activate the microphone of the device as a spy-microphone, and thus listen to conversations even when These are not telephonic but environmental and you can know what happens in that place in real time! 


Now the impossible is coming true, never more secrets, be free of unscrupulous and manipulative people, know the truth whatever it is, however hidden and hidden it may be.  

box spy 


Spyphone is the most advanced technological and professional solution to carry out cellular listening with no distance limit. 


It will allow you, covertly, to listen to the surround audio that is generated around the phone, obtain a copy of all the SMS (text message) sent and received, and remote listening on both sides of incoming or outgoing cellular conversations.  This tool will give you full control of a target with no distance limit. 


It has worldwide coverage since it works with all GSM providers and in all bands. 


link:    http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z0PcEzQ48Eg  

This device will allow you 7 different surveillance modes. 


1-Ambient listening. 


2-Listen to cellular communication. 


3-Monitoring of sending and receiving SMS. 


4-Alert incoming and outgoing calls via SMS. 


5-Geographical location through the cellular network (not available in all countries). 


6-Notification of off and on.  And change SIM card. 


7-Remote control of activation and deactivation by means of SMS commands.  

To use this system requires the use of two cell phones. 


1- Spyphone: it is the GSM cell phone where you install the software that we provide. 


2-Vigia Cellphone: it is the cell phone that you will use to monitor the Spyphone.  Any cell phone works (not included). 


How does it work?  

Simple, once you buy our Spyphone Software and install it on a compatible cell phone you already have a Spy Cell phone ready to monitor your target. 


Now all you have to do is fly your imagination and somehow deliver this equipment to the person you want to spy on. Perhaps a birthday or anniversary gift will make this possible, in the case of employees or children it will not be difficult to make them communicate With these teams, they will never know that the phone you hand over to them is monitored. 


How do I control the spy phone?  How do I access text messages and calls? 


The Cell "Spy" can be controlled from another GSM cell phone, regardless of brand or model, you just need to be able to send and receive text messages, for example a Nokia 1100, Motorola c115, etc.  

When in Ambient Listening mode how sensitive is the microphone and how far from it can I listen?  

The microphone is the same one used for normal phone conversations.  Although this is very sensitive, there is no way of knowing how far you will listen, in general, you can hear the same thing that would be heard when someone forgets to hang up the microphone, its maximum performance occurs in closed places, for example;  offices, cars, rooms, etc. 


Text messages are sent to my cell phone with its complete content and the number of who sent or to whom was it sent?  

Yes, all the message that was sent and the one that you received will also be received simultaneously on your cell phone that you use to monitor it, you only have to send the text message command.  

Spyphone, Spy cell, Spy calls, Spy sms, Spy cell, Copy of sms, GSM Interceptor, Call list, SMS list, Spy phone, Spy cell phones, SMS messages, Telephone lists, Spy Phone, Mobile spy. 


Are all reports of calls made and received sent to my cell phone?  

Yes.  You will receive a report of all calls made or received from the spy phone directly to your phone in real time. 


Can you use the spy phone as a normal cell phone, for everyday use?  

Yes, definitely.  Our cell phone works without modifying its normal functions.  The target to monitor can make and receive calls and messages as usual, it will ring normally and it will work according to the original specifications.  There is no way to realize, through the use of the telephone, that it is being monitored, so the victim will never be able to realize that he is being spied on. 


How do I call to connect in environmental mode to the spy phone?  

You only have to call from your programmed cell phone number for monitoring and the spy cell phone if it is not being used automatically will connect the audio environment without showing any alteration in the equipment, it does not sound, it does not show lights, it behaves as if it would be on standby when in Reality is transmitting all the audio around you to your cell phone. 


What happens if someone else calls the spy phone while I am listening in audio environment mode?  

Automatically the spyware will cut the communication at the moment in which the spy phone makes, receives a normal call or when the user touches any button on the cell phone.  Listening connection in ambient mode occurs under phantom mode.  The phone will not ring or show any lights making it impossible to know that you are being tapped. 


For how long can I monitor the spy phone?  

As long as you want, as many times as you want.  You can request call reports and / or text messages as many times as you want.  

I am concerned about my partner, she is too discreet when she uses her cell phone:  

This is one of the ways to answer that disturbing question, through our service. 


Why not give him a Spy Cell Phone for his birthday or any special occasion?  

Whatever your partner hides, you will know. 


Can I enable or disable the features without touching the phone?  

Yes, remote control commands allow you to activate, change, deactivate or uninstall the software at any time without leaving traces on the spy phone. 


What happens if the phone is turned off when I send a command?  

When the phone is turned on again, your command will be received and activated without a trace. 


What are commands?  

They are text messages that you must send to the spy phone to receive the information you need, they are special text messages that will make the spy phone send you reports or activate and deactivate the functions you need. 


Does the software work for all companies that provide cell phone lines?  

Yes.  Our software supports all of them, which means that even if the SIM card is changed, the software still works. 


What is a predefined number?  Is it possible to change it?  

The predefined number is the number of the cell phone to which all the information from the spy phone arrives.  Our software allows you to change the predefined number, remotely, at any time and without leaving traces on the spy phone. 


If the equipment you deliver changes your SIM card, will I be able to continue spying on it?  

Yes, the Cell Phone Spy will send you automatically when it detects the SIM change and you can continue to supervise the equipment, this function will also serve you in case the equipment was stolen by obtaining the number of the alleged new owner. 


When spy mode is operating: What is the coverage area and what are its restrictions?  

The coverage area is the same as for any GSM mobile phone, it depends on the line provider.  Regarding the range: you can use our Spyphone Software anywhere as it is compatible with any GSM company on the planet guaranteeing its correct operation.  

************************************ 


To download. 


Serial Number Generator  

Software  Manual 


Link:     http://www.ziddu.com/download/14872797/SpyphoneStore.rar.html  

Password: www.snapage.blogspot.com 


 


 


 




 





   Instant Previews comes to Google Adwords   


May 3, 2011 |  By Administrator In    Gloogle     |    Comments (0)  



Last    November     Google surprised with Instant Previews, a new functionality to be able to preview search results.  After its introduction in the    search engine,     shortly after, it also reached mobile phones and now the company announces that they have integrated it into ads from    Google Adwords.  


In this way, users will be able to see an    instant preview     of the advertisers' web pages, having the opportunity to enter or not to see the    advertising     more closely  .   Although this can mean economic losses for    advertisers     , since they only charge if the user enters the advertising, in the long run it can be an advantage. 


Advertisers will only receive visits that have a higher    probability     of remaining on the website, so the cost of the visit will be more amortized.    Instant Previews     for Google AdWords has been launched in the    United States     and it is expected that in the coming weeks it will reach the rest of the territories 


 


 


 




 





   Google Shopping allows you to search and compare products   


May 3, 2011 |  By Administrator In    Gloogle     |    Comments (0)  



Google     launches today in Spain, Italy and the Netherlands    Google Shopping     , the    search and comparison service for products     for sale online until now known as    Google Product Search     .  Still in beta, it has millions of products available for    purchase over the Internet     in our market, according to Ezequiel Vidra, director of Strategic Alliances at Google Shopping. 


The operation of Google Shopping is simple: the search engine shows in its results all the    products that match the query     made by the user.  Once the desired one is selected, you can access a    tab     where additional product information is displayed, the online shops where you can buy it and a    table with the different prices     at which it is available.  In addition, Google will integrate information from    analysis of products     made by online publications to provide as much data as possible to users. 


The    order of the products     shown on the results page "depends on Google's algorithm, so we cannot reveal what criteria are followed when ordering these results," Vidra explains.  However, these can be filtered by different parameters, thus facilitating the search for the user ». 


Google Shopping     is completely    free for both users and sellers     .  However, for your products to appear among the search results, they must be previously registered in the    Google Merchant Center     .  Once registered, they can    modify and update the information     so that the latest data is displayed in searches.  If the information of any product does not respond to reality, users can report it by entering their    comments     in the corresponding section. 


After having found the desired product, the user can    make the purchase on the seller's website     , so Google does not intervene in any way in the process of ordering or paying for the product.  However, sellers who want to also advertise their    Google Shopping products     can do so through    Google Extensions     ;  "A new    Google AdWords     advertising format  that will allow them to get better sales results for their products," says Vidra.  These ads have the same conditions and prices as traditional AdWords formats, with the difference that they allow the advertiser to include photographs of the products. 


Google Shopping results will also be integrated into the  generic    search results     pages  , differentiated from the rest with a box. 
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